
 

 
JANUARY 2015 

COLUMBIA SPEAKS. CA LISTENS.         
BOARD OF DIRECTORS TABLE DISCUSSION SUMMARY  

INTRODUCTION 

On October 18, 2014, Columbia Association (CA) hosted Columbia Speaks. CA Listens. at the 
Wilde Lake Interfaith Center. The Columbia Association Board of Directors sat together for their 
table discussion and were joined by a facilitator from Howard Community College’s Mediation 
and Conflict Resolution Center and a note taker, who documented the discussion. A summary 
of that discussion is documented below. The actual notes of the comments recorded by the 
note taker as part of the table discussion are attached to this summary. 

COMMUNICATIONS AND COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT DISCUSSION 

WHAT WE HEARD ABOUT CA COMMUNICATIONS AND ENGAGEMENT 

This section summarizes the board’s responses to the three sets of questions posed about CA’s 
website and communications efforts.  

QUESTION 1:  WHAT IS YOUR EXPERIENCE LIKE NAVIGATING CA’S WEBSITE TO FIND 
INFORMATION YOU NEED? & QUESTION 2:  HOW DO YOU LIKE TO RECEIVE INFORMATION 
FROM CA? WHAT OPTIONS FOR COMMUNICATING INFORMATION SHOULD CA CONSIDER? 

While several board members noted the website has been improved over the last year, the 
general consensus was that there is still room for improvement and that the website is not as 
good as it should be. The website was found to not be user-friendly or intuitive. There was an 
expressed desire for the information on the website to be kept up-to-date, with one suggestion 
made that it should be edited weekly.  There were also comments about wanting the website 
to be easier to navigate and that it be searchable. There was also discussion of the cost of the 
website update and what additional resources/costs were needed to further improve the 
website.  

On the question of other options for communicating information, one suggestion was to 
develop a TV station and potentially partner with Howard Community College to make this 
become a reality.  
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QUESTION 3:  ARE THERE OTHER WAYS YOU'D LIKE TO PARTICIPATE IN DIRECT FEEDBACK 
TO CA? WHAT MIGHT THIS LOOK LIKE? 

Comments suggest that there is a desire for more active and interactive communication and 
feedback opportunities like Columbia Speaks. CA Listens. A few comments noted that CA’s 
communication is passive, while “action” is more through the villages. More frequent polling 
was also suggested.  

GOVERNANCE DISCUSSION 

WHAT WE HEARD ABOUT GOVERNANCE 

This section summarizes the board’s responses to the two questions posed about governance.  

QUESTION #1: WHAT WORKS WELL ABOUT CA'S CURRENT FORM OF GOVERNANCE? 

The few comments in response to this question included that the current form of governance 
has two levels – village associations and community as a whole and that the CA board with ten 
members for a community of roughly 100,000 people worked well (whereas the county has five 
county council members for a population of roughly 300,000).   

QUESTION 2:  WHAT DOES NOT WORK WELL ABOUT CA'S CURRENT FORM OF 
GOVERNANCE? 

Mentioned most frequently was dissatisfaction with the current form of governance including a 
number of comments on the voting system and elections. There were concerns voiced about 
how each village charter controls how elections are held; about the election rules varying by 
village; and that the rules do not uniformly permit one vote per person. There was also concern 
about the lack of interest in voting in village elections and the resulting low voter turnout. 
There was some discussion on how to improve voter turnout. 

There were also a number of concerns raised about representation. On the one hand there was 
a desire that everyone should be a member and that that would be more democratic even if 
“messy.” On the other hand, a concern was expressed that if everyone were a member then 
that would raise the risk of lawsuits.   

On internal CA board governance, there were a number of comments about the effectiveness 
of the committee structure as currently configured and a desire to change how committees 
operate. 
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There were a few comments on engagement and the feeling that more people need to get 
involved – that there were often village board positions open. There were comments made 
about people having busy lives and it being hard to get people involved. 

PROGRAMS AND SERVICES DISCUSSION 

WHAT WE HEARD ABOUT PROGRAMS AND SERVICES 

This section summarizes the board’s responses to the questions posed about CA’s programs 
and services.   

QUESTIONS 1 &2: WHEN YOU'VE VISITED OTHER COMMUNITIES, WHAT PROGRAMS HAVE 
YOU OBSERVED THAT YOU THINK CA SHOULD CONSIDER OFFERING? WHAT CHANGES TO 
CA PROGRAMS, SERVICES OR FACILITIES WOULD YOU LIKE TO SEE? 

The answers to the question about ideas from other communities included suggestions ranging 
from the desire for CA to move ahead on more green initiatives and technological innovations 
such as smart cars and alternative energy to the idea of a minor league baseball team and 
facility.  There was also references to Reston’s newsletter and that it includes letters to the 
editor that encourage interaction. It was expressed that this was a good example for CA and the 
villages to emulate.  

Regarding desired changes to programs, facilities and services, there were a few comments that 
included a desire for improvements to the transportation system to make it more multi-modal. 
Selected other thoughts included the need for the CA activities guide to include all schedules; a 
pool with space for spectators; and various ways to increase pool attendance. 
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Board Table Discussion Notes 

Below are the notes from CA Board of Directors table discussion at Columbia Speaks. CA Listens. 
These are the actual notes and have not been edited.  

Topic: Communications and Engagement 

Question #1  What is your experience like navigating CA’s website to find information you need? 

• Don’t love it. Difficult to navigate. Even when I know it’s there it can take 30 minutes. Needs to 
be searchable. Try to search even though it’s there can’t find it. Frustrating for residents. Can’t 
find things, not friendly, not intuitive, not easy to use. Others can have apps. We aren’t ready. 
Maybe not enough money or staff. Needs to be addressed comprehensively. It doesn’t excel 
here. 

• Ditto with everybody. A lot better than it was but not as good as it should be. Getting web right 
world-wide problem. Been throwing money long time towards it, talented people, just need to 
be user friendly 

• Include schedules in guide, not where we should be. 
• Knows what it costs, not a cheap project. Really a lot of money. How do you update constantly – 

all schedules all information must be entered. 
• Problem with homepage. Pass over things. There’s a line that is hard to follow. Technical issue. 

Blog? Don’t like Inspire Columbia – very dry. Board on site. Take Columbia away from HOA only 
got one to respond. 

• One stop shop. One way to get it all. 
• All levels of intelligence. Intuitive. All villages have site. Even though CA is complex, someone has 

to compile information. Advertising/propaganda worries them. Board wants to see more 
feedback. Want to know day-to-day concerns. Wants summary of concerns. 

• Money concerns member. Issue is program management (staff should do this). Staff needs to 
manage projects. If villages can do it CA can have expertise and ability. Universally issue every 
project in CA has outlandish management. 

• Schedules not up-to-date. No separate line for agenda and packet. Background information on 
packet/agenda -- make it intuitive.  

• Website ongoing process. A lot of concerns. Clearly better then old version. Third party did a lot, 
still on board? Maybe we need people in CA to get ownership back. Be user-friendly. 

• Activities Guide online. Searchable qualities can be interactive. 

Question #2: How do you like to receive information from CA? What other options for communicating 
information should CA consider? 

• Should get TV station. If we broadcast five to ten minutes, can get legally. Should invest in TV. 
o Partner with HCC 

• Not inspired by “Inspire Columbia.” 
• Website serves dual purpose. People running recreation facilities could update, but site issues 

aren’t allocated. Duties need to be allocated. Someone needs to edit weekly. Replace 
information. 

o Should be part of someone’s job. Job responsibilities should be a part of each facility-- to 
be updated. Accountability. 
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• New website didn’t institute website as key focus. Keep website updated if it was a key feature. 

Get organization to understand it has to be updated, has to be maintained. 

Question #3: Are there other ways you’d like to participate in direct feedback to the CA? What might 
this look like? 

• Everything is passive. Active community engagement. Times when people think they are 
communicating and it doesn’t work. Need more Columbia Speaks. CA Listens. events. 

• Poll community. Did a limited poll last year. 
• Owen Brown Community Association does monthly surveys/polls 
• People can say you asked. You represented them.  
• A lot of CA is passive. Action is more through the village. 
• Frequently ask specific questions and five people out of 100 respond. 
• Active on village level. More capable of reaching people on the small community website. 
• Add information to village centers. 

o One way email distribution, not just villages 
• Our village updates constantly. 

Topic: Governance 

Question 1: What works well about the CA’s current form of governance? 

• If it ain’t broke, don’t fix it 
• Same representation times two - People/residents have two levels of “voices” villages and 

community as a whole 
• Diversity – all villages heard, all part of community 
• Representative group. Two levels of representation. 
• We are representative. We have 10 elected officials for 100,000 people. That works. County has 

5 for 400,000. 
• Do have power concentrated. We are told we aren’t representing anyone, we are independent. 

Centralized power makes it work well. 

Question 2: What does not work well about the CA’s current form of governance? 

• Does work well 
• Three things: 

o The way we do committee is broken because it’s inside Board committee, it’s not really 
committee. We generally don’t meet outside of Board. Board meets once a week, 
committee once a month 

o All residents need to be here in CA. Figure out a way that owners and renters are 
members 

o Running recreational facilities different then running open space. Idea – what if we 
figured way to split off focus on community and have others manage facilities. Running 
facilities is difficult. 

• Problem with committee meeting with Board. Not used to be in combination 
• Corporation representation not residents should be more representative of people 
• Should change closed meeting procedure 
• Trouble maintaining momentum. Some way to keep momentum. Do less, focus, get it done! 
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• Voting – never liked that there is one vote per resident/village. Whoever gets there first,  gets 

vote. If husband and wife can’t decide, lose vote. One vote per house. Should be one per 
person. 

• Absentee ballot precludes wife from voting. Absentee voting should be one vote per person 
• Villages decide voting rules. 
• Low turnout for election. Even people who run. The way it’s structured, you need people to 

build sense of community by getting people out to vote. 
• Believed everyone should be a part, but if they are they can sue the Board.  
• Victim of own success, winning awards, have lives so they don’t get involved. Biggest problem is 

no one is involved. 
• They are happy so they don’t vote. People are heard. It’s working 
• Policy to protect the democratic process in committee. 
• Other things in their lives. They are busy and involved 
• Victim of several residential lawsuits. Went to court due to previous interpretations of law. 

Dipped into fund and dragged into lawsuit. CA can be dragged in if they are all members. 
• Lots of positions open in village centers.  
• Get on board to address personal/single issues 
• Need more people involved. Attend events. 
• Can’t get friends to vote 
• Greater success when prizes involved. 
• Free giveaways get people to show up 
• I’ve been in Columbia for 40 years. Joined MD Homeowner Association structure. Our board 

only has 10 members. Seems unfair. Democracy is messy. People want real democracy. 
• Better attendance when people have a voice. Would make CA better.  
• All have different charters (villages) 
• We 10 people can. If we respect our citizens it will be better 
• Change CA’s charter, then they can decide. Villages can decide.  
• What if we dissolve and reconstruct? Start anew. 
• Committee meetings: some people voiceless. Ideas can be stopped. Not a true democracy. 
• Closed meetings. Follow law 
• Partisans illegal to pay but...create a way to give discounts on something if they vote. Incentive 

to vote. 
• We as a Board don’t have “staff.” No staff to help with priorities and duties. CA organization has 

staff. 
• All equal directors. 
• Milton said no direction from the board on tennis project. Follow-through should be more 

consistent. Board changes every May. Reset stops momentum. Having staff reporting to Board 
would be one way. Committees should have one same member.  

• If set-up properly, committee can’t stop movement. Trust stops progress. Three people on 
committees have to represent group. Churning committees help distribute power and involve 
everyone. Works only when allowed, no committee no trust. 
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Topic: Programs and Services 

Questions 1 &2: When you've visited other communities, what programs have you observed that you 
think CA should consider offering? What changes to CA programs, services or facilities would you like 
to see? 

• Swimmers facilities with audience space 
• History: what are we doing to maintain values, guardians of values. We need to do more to 

protect historical values 
• Signature event: music festival, variety of events night or day. Full-day, half-day. Something big. 
• Teen Centers. Outdoor space that safe for teens 
• Better newsletter. Reston has a great newsletters, and our newsletter is a CA advertisement 
• See more classes. See more utilization of pools. Extend aerobic classes. Get more life guards, 

more HCC students 
• Leverage political and local government relationships as an opportunity to build an aquatics 

center 
• Villages need digital interactive newsletter 
• Reston has letters to the editor and interaction 
• Connectivity plan: plans for additional pathways, more ADA, county facilities for accessible. 
• No bus. Need bus connection. Jump onto technology, have alternative methods of travel. Smart 

cars, alternative energy, become green center, example for country. Could be doing more with 
solar power. Could help budget. Reston has stream restoration. They have more money 
allocated toward stream restoration than our budget. We need to put money where our values 
are. 

• Minor league baseball team and facility.  
• CA Activities Guide should include all schedules, including pools. 
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